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PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies program at Hiram College
has a long tradition of fostering imaginative and critically reflective
approaches to complex, expansive problems within an interdisciplinary
learning and research community. The program has as its primary goal
the need to equip students with knowledge, critical skills, and sensibilities
crucial for addressing complex and multi-faceted questions in life and
work. At the curricular center of this program is Leadership in the Liberal
Arts, coursework that builds on the strengths of the interdisciplinary
structure and flexibility of the program while giving a clear focus and
direction to students.

For their capstone project, students choose a research question and
integrate the approaches and insights of scholars from two chosen
disciplines to answer the research question. The final product is a
professional capstone paper in which students answer their chosen
question through research in the two disciplines and the integration of
scholarship from the two disciplines. Students are guided through the
capstone proposal and capstone writing process by two advisors, one
from each chosen discipline, and by the capstone proposal development
and capstone course instructor.

Degree Requirements
To complete the Master of Arts degree, students are required to complete
a total of 30 graduate credit hours and to fulfill the specific course
and writing requirements for the program. Required courses include
an introductory sequence of three 3-credit courses that address
interdisciplinary theory and practice, research methods, and at least
one course in leadership studies. In addition to these courses, students
must complete no fewer than 12 credits in graduate elective coursework.
Elective coursework can consist of courses on leadership such as MAIS
52030: Leadership and Motivation, or students may take graduate-
level disciplinary coursework such as EDUC 62400: Exceptionality or
SPMT 62200: Advanced Coaching and Leadership. Finally, students
complete the three courses of the capstone sequence. In the capstone
proposal development course, students write the proposal for the
capstone project under the guidance of two advisors and the course
instructor. Students submit the capstone proposal for approval by the
MOC (MAIS Oversight Council). Students are admitted to the capstone
course only after the capstone proposal has been approved by the MOC.
In the capstone course, students research and write the final capstone
under the guidance of two advisors and the course instructor. The final
capstone is evaluated by the two advisors and by an outside reader. Once
the capstone is approved, the student is required to give a public oral
presentation of the capstone to the Hiram College community.

A student may replace a disciplinary course with an independent study
with the approval of the associate dean or program director. Students
may do a maximum of two independent studies.

Undergraduate Credit Allowed
Undergraduates with senior standing may take up to six credits of
graduate coursework. Any graduate coursework pursued beyond six
hours requires that students apply for the MAIS program.

Required MAIS Coursework
Code Title Hours
Introductory Coursework (6 Credits)
MAIS 57000 INTD INQUIRY/THEORY/PRACTICE

(Replaces MAIS 57100 and MAIS 57200)
3

MAIS 57300 METHODS+APPROACHES DISCIPLINES 3
Electives (15 Credits)
Elective coursework can be earned in MAIS electives or in
coursework chosen from disciplinary coursework.

15

• Students must take at least one leadership-focused MAIS
course, such as MAIS 57400: Leadership Studies.

• MAIS elective courses focus on disciplinary perspectives on
leadership.

• Students may also take select dual-offered courses within
disciplines. These courses will be offered simultaneously with
the undergraduate level. (for example, EDUC 32400/62400:
Exceptionality or COMM 34500/64500: Media and
Multiculturalism).

Proposal/Capstone Coursework (9 Credits)
MAIS 55790 PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT 3
MAIS 55800 CAPSTONE 3
MAIS 55820 CAPSTONE II 3

Total Hours 30

MAIS with Biology Concentration
Designed to serve high-school teachers who wish to teach College Credit
Plus coursework in biology, the MAIS with Biology Concentration allows
biology teachers to earn a master’s degree through the MAIS program by
doing all elective coursework in graduate-level biology.

Students will take two of the introductory MAIS sequence courses
(excluding MAIS 57400), 15 of the 18 credit hours in graduate biology
coursework required for CCP credentialing in the State of Ohio, and
the capstone proposal development and capstone course sequence.
Students pursuing the MAIS degree must write an MAIS capstone. The
total credit hours for the program with a biology concentration will remain
at 30 credit hours. Teachers seeking the 18 hours required by the state
may take those over and above the MAIS program as non-degree seeking
students once they have finished the MAIS program or as additional
hours not counted for MAIS program completion.

The Graduate Studies Program remains responsible for these teachers
and their progress towards the 18 credit hours. They also remain
responsible for determining if these candidates enter the program with
the appropriate prerequisite biology knowledge to take the graduate
level courses. It may be possible for a non-CAP student to take a biology
course as long as they can demonstrate appropriate prerequisite
knowledge using previous transcripts.

Content Area Programs (CAP) and Graduate Credit for
Professional Educators (GEDU)
Students may also pursue graduate study through Hiram’s Content Area
Programs (CAP) and Graduate Credit for Professional Educators (GEDU)
program. Both sets of coursework are offered through the Master of Arts
in Interdisciplinary Studies program. Graduate credits can be counted
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toward the elective coursework in the MAIS program or may be pursued
independently.

Graduate students with a Bachelor’s Degree in a relevant field from an
accredited college or university may take graduate coursework without
admission to the MAIS program. If seeking a degree, no more than
15 elective graduate credits may be applied toward the MAIS degree
program.  There is no cap on graduate credits taken outside of a program
of study.

CAP Coursework for Teachers
CAP courses are graduate-level courses in specific academic disciplines
designed to provide teachers with the necessary 18 hours of graduate
credit to be certified to teach according to the State of Ohio’s CCP
guidelines. [notes on expired teaching, anybody can take]. Courses are
offered during summer, fall and spring terms. Courses to be taught on
behalf of other higher education institutions need separate approval,
though the curriculum is designed to prepare students to teach most
introductory level courses.

The 18 hours of Content Area Program (CAP) coursework from Hiram
College is designed to meet the Ohio Department of Higher Education
CCP Guidelines for college adjunct work.  However, individual colleges or
universities grant instructor approval for teaching CCP courses for their
institution.  Generally, requirements to teach general education courses
include a master’s degree in the discipline or a master’s degree plus 18
graduate semester hours in the discipline. Colleges and universities may
require additional credentials depending on specific courses taught or
subject area. Teachers should consult with the college or university to
determine the qualifications and coursework necessary to teach a course,
and should be aware that Ohio State rules for CCP certification may not
be transferable outside the state.

GEDU Coursework for Teachers
Hiram College offers graduate level coursework for P-12 teachers and
other professionals. Courses vary based on semester, faculty, and/or
by district and teacher need. Courses range in credit from 1-4 graduate
hours.


